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Bags in the holders,
seats found and saved,

rip open the free blanket
find the sandwiches made

because not long now
the pilot will say “hold on to your lot”

and whaaahooooooooooo up and away, say goodbye to the toys you forgot!

This magical journey lays ahead
What adventures will there be?
Treasure islands and rock pools

Or forests maybe?

Whatever it is, it will be fun aplenty
Oh yes, for sure, your trinket bag won’t be empty

In this far off distant land you travel
The adventures to unravel

The trip not to miss
Because school’s out so that’s got to be bliss

So what can you imagine of this oh so far off place
We know it will be somewhere you really want to embrace

Your imagination is starting to bubble bubble bubble of the things you will see
Ideas are now like popcorn, popping, pop.....one....two.....and three

Oh yes, there’s a good hour or two of dreaming and story making

to fill our heads, to fill the pages
to make it happen in all the stages.

You can create your story just ahead
Because there are multiple layers
To play and twist and sing and fit

To whatever story you want to knit
SO LET’S JUMP IN TO YOUR IMAGINARY ADVENTURE

Common don’t be shy, let’s jump, ready.....get set and.... FLY!



If you could go anywhere
which country would it be?
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Draw how you will get there? 
(Private jet, jumbo jet, helicopter, yacht, built raft,  

sports car, bullet train, rocket)

Draw the person who you would take for 
your travel adventure companion?

What’s their name? ...............................................



What kind of place will you stay in while on your adventure? 
(Fancy castle, mansion, hotel, lighthouse, windmill, tent, cave with a fire,  

castle with moat, spaceship, treehouse or boat)



What animal would you take with you for extra security? 
(Lion, dog, wolf, bear, eagle, horse, kangaroo, panda, dragon, jaguar)

Why have you chosen this one? 
What skill or power does it have?



Where will your adventure mainly be…? 
(Mountains, forests, seas, rivers, beach, waterfall)



What will be your adventure conquest? 
 (Discover lands of treasure, save somebody in need of rescuing,  

escape successfully from pirates, finding the magical potion to cure all ills)



Now that your day is done, you need a good nights sleep.
Which bed is your perfect bed for you?

(King’s bed, bunk bed, a huge feather bed, a floating bed, a hammock bed, a space ship bed, nest bed)



~Your story page~
List the choices you have drawn and made over  
the previous pages to make the story come alive

Your country…

How are you getting there…

Your companion…

Your house…

Your security animal…

Where will you be…

Your adventure conquest…

End of your day, chosen bed…



AND if you like why don’t you knit it together  
and write your story down just here
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See you soon, with much love The Hotel Nanny x 
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